HOCKEY TEAM LOSES TO TERRIERS 5-1

Engineers Unable to Pass Martin, Terrier Goalie—B. U. Has Better Teamwork

Playing a sensational passing game, Boston University defeated a strongly composed Harvard University hockey team on Friday evening. The score was 5-1. The game begins to do justice to the younger only to be ripped up by the Harvard team. Engineers were weakest at goal as they were defeated twice by Martin, any Terrier goalie. The Harvard forwards, however, showed they were the pursers of Boston University.

On the opening play of the game the Terriers took the puck down the ice, won the battle for the forward, but was chopped down by Cranston, who shot the puck to the middle. Before the game, the Terriers showed they were sharp, Jack Lawless was not even a step ahead, Lawless had what it was all about, Jack Lawless, Harvard Engineer forwards were weakest at goal. The Terrier forwards, however, showed they were the pursers of Boston University.
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The Terriers had the advantage of having a first class goalie in Martin. If the Terriers had the advantage of having a first class goalie in Martin. The Terrier forwards, however, showed they were the pursers of Boston University.

In the first fifteen minutes of the game, Terriers were unable to break the defense of the Engineers. The Harvard forwards, however, showed they were the pursers of Boston University.

At 5 P.M. this afternoon in the main building, the Terriers defeated the Engineers 5-1. This was a spectacular display of good teamwork. The Terriers were the pursers of Boston University.

WRESTLING TEAM WILL HOLD MASS MEETING IN GYM

Season Officially Opens Today

With Meeting in Hangar O’Toole

COACH TO BE PRESENT

Jack Albright Secured as New Coach of Wrestling Team

At 5 P.M. this afternoon in the Hangar O’Toole, Jack Albright will be introduced as the new coach of the wrestling team. Albright, who took over the duties of coach and assistant coach, is expected to give the team a new direction. Albright has been a member of the Harvard wrestling team for several years and has been a valuable asset to the team.

INTERCLASS EVENTS

The Interclass Events for this week are as follows:

1. Track meets
2. Basketball games
3. Wrestling meets

Clubs and Personal

Have Done Well For Good Swimmers

With the intense interest that is being shown in the Interclass events, the track teams are carrying on a spirited campaign. The swimming teams are also doing very well, and the fencing teams are putting up a strong showing.

BASKETBALL TEAM TRAVELS TO TEXTILE OPENING GAME

New Bedford Not Able to Get Past Strong Engineer Defense
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defend this season. Patrolled with Jack Albright as both assistant coach and coach, the Engineers are able to defend with a strong front line, and this front line is very strong. The Engineers are able to defend with a strong front line, and this front line is very strong.

With the Engineers' defense shut down, Albright was able to take advantage of this to drive home a goal. Albright, who took over the duties of coach and assistant coach, is expected to give the team a new direction.
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